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Selentium Cabinets are noise reduction server 

enclosures designed to combat noise pollution. 

They are acoustically engineered to reduce 

noise by up to 98%.   

This is achieved by lining the entire cabinet 

with high-quality acoustic foam and 

incorporating a roof section with specially 

designed baffles to allow air flow.  

The most effective noise reduction cabinet 

would be airtight to prevent any noise 

escaping. Unfortunately the contents of 

cabinets require ventilation thereby reducing 

the effectiveness of any soundproofing. We 

have therefore designed Selentium cabinets to 

offer the optimum balance between noise 

reduction and necessary ventilation. Selentium 

will reduce the level of sound so that it is 

acceptably quiet for most applications. 

 Capable of up to 40dBA noise reduction (See below) 

 Compatible with all leading server manufacturers 
including Dell, HP, IBM etc. 

 Entire rack lined with specialised twin layer acoustic foam 

 Acoustic baffles incorporated in the roof  

 Includes 9 x ultra quiet roof fans 

 3kW Thermal dissipation 

 Lockable hinged front and rear door 

 Lockable removable side panels 

 4 x full height adjustable 19” mounting rails    

 Brush strip 300mmx80mm cable entry in cabinet floor 

 15u to 42u high, 600 and 800mm wide as standard 

 800mm to 1000mm deep 

 Ships fully assembled and ready to use 

 Supplied with Heavy Duty Castors 

 Standard finish Black RAL9005, bespoke colours available 

 Bespoke designs and sizes available  
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What does dBA actually mean ? 

The decibel (dB) is a logarithmic unit, for example, an increase of 10dB means that the sound is 10 

times as loud;  e.g. 55 dB is 10 times as loud as 45 dB.  

 Here are some examples of sound levels in common environments:  

U Size 

Height mm  

Including Heavy 

Duty Castors 

Width

mm 

Depth 

mm 

Part Code  

Acoustic Server Cabinet  

15 955 

600 600 SPFC15U600X600 

600 800 SPFC15U600X800 

600 1000 SPFC15U600X1000 

27 1485 

600 600 SPFC27U600X600 

600 800 SPFC27U600X800 

600 900 SPFC27U600X900 

600 1000 SPFC27U600X1000 

800 800 SPFC27U800X800 

36 1885 

600 600 SPFC36U600X600 

600 800 SPFC36U600X800 

600 900 SPFC36U600X900 

600 1000 SPFC36U600X1000 

42 2155 

600 600 SPFC42U600X600 

600 800 SPFC42U600X800 

600 900 SPFC42U600X900 

600 1000 SPFC42U600X1000 

800 800 SPFC42U800X800 
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Threshold of Hearing     0 dBA  

Light Traffic   45 dBA  

Office Background Noise   55 dBA = 45 dBA x 10 

Car (50 mph at 50 ft.)   65 dBA = 45 dBA x 100 

Vacuum Cleaner   75 dBA = 45 dBA x 1,000 

Diesel Lorry   85 dBA = 45 dBA x 10,000 

Food Processor   95 dBA = 45 dBA x 100,000 

Stadium Crowd 105 dBA = 45 dBA x 1,000,000 

Pneumatic Road Drill  115 dBA = 45 dBA x 10,000,000 

Other Sizing Readily Available—Call for Details 


